Abstract-The increasing popularity of video (i.e., audio-visual) applications or services over both wired and wireless links has prompted recent growing interests in the investigations of quality of experience (QoE) in online video transmission. Conventional video quality metrics, such as peak-signal-to-noise-ratio and quality of service, only focus on the reception quality from the systematic perspective. As a result, they cannot represent the true visual experience of an individual user. Instead, the QoE introduces a user experience-driven strategy which puts special emphasis on the contextual and human factors in addition to the transmission system. This advantage has raised the popularity and widespread usage of QoE in video transmission. In this paper, we present an overview of selected issues pertaining to QoE and its recent applications in video transmission, with consideration of the compelling features of QoE (i.e., context and human factors). The selected issues include QoE modeling with influence factors in the end-to-end chain of video transmission, QoE assessment (including subjective test and objective QoE monitoring) and QoE management of video transmission over different types of networks. Through the literature review, we observe that the context and human factors in QoE-aware video transmission have attracted significant attentions since the past two to three years. A vast number of high quality works were published in this area, and will be highlighted in this survey. In addition to a thorough summary of recent progresses, we also present an outlook of future developments on QoE assessment and management in video transmission, especially focusing on the context and human factors that have not been addressed yet and the technical challenges that have not been completely solved so far. We believe that our overview and findings can provide a timely perspective on the related issues and the future research directions in QoE-oriented services over video communications.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE PAST decade has witnessed the explosive demands of multimedia services with the blooming of "smart" devices such as smartphones, tablets, ultrabooks, etc. As a result, the video-related applications, including video capturing, compression, transmission and rendering, have played an increasingly important role in the multimedia consumption. According to Cisco Visual Networking Index, the IP video traffic has taken 70% of consumer Internet traffic in 2015. This figure is expected to increase up to 82% in 2020, even without considering the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) based video sharing [1] . On the other hand, the mobile video traffic have accounted for 55% of the total mobile data in 2015. It is expected to grow approximately to 75% in 2020 with the rapid advances of the next generation wireless and mobile networks [2] . As a result, the increasingly growth of multimedia demands over the Internet prompts a disrupting request of developing proper quality evaluation metrics to represent and characterize the performance of video applications/services.
A. The Rise of Quality-of-Experience
In general, the conventional video quality representation metrics can be summarized into two categories: signal quality metrics and system quality metrics. Peak-Signal-to-NoiseRatio (PSNR) is the most popular and widely accepted signal quality metric that reflects the relative strength of the noise or distortion in video frames. On the other hand, Quality of Service (QoS) [3] is considered as the most successful system quality strategy that objectively measures the performance of a video transmission system from the source to the destination. However, these conventional metrics do not include the user and context factors for quality evaluation. As a result, they are incapable of representing the true experience of video consumers in audio-visual communication systems.
In 2007 Quality of Experience (QoE) [4] , a user-centric quality strategy, was formally proposed in order to overcome the shortcomings of the conventional quality metrics. It was initially defined as the overall acceptability of an application or service, as perceived subjectively by the end-user [5] . However, this definition has been criticized to only include the acceptability of QoE [6] . As a result, a more comprehensive definition of QoE was presented in [7] :
QoE is the degree of delight or annoyance of the user of an application or service. It results from the fulfillment of his or her expectations with respect to the utility and/or enjoyment of the application or service in the light of the user's personality and current state.
Based on the above definitions, the new QoE strategy puts emphasis on subjective sentiments of users instead of objective parameters of signals and systems. To measure these subjective sentiments, QoE investigates the effects of contexts and humans besides of the traditional system factors that have been extensively studied on QoS [7] . Thanks to its advantages, QoE has been widely recognized as a preferred strategy in the context of video transmission. During the past decade, QoE has been utilized to characterize the performance of video transmission with consideration of user experience. Furthermore, the QoE-oriented video transmission schemes have also been developed to deliver high quality videos to users on heterogenous networks.
B. Related Surveys and Tutorials
In order to summarize the prevailing researches and explore the potentials of QoE applications in video transmission, several surveys and tutorials have been presented recently. Schatz et al. [8] reviewed the potential applications and challenges of QoE as a new measure of audio-visual service. Hoßfeld et al. [9] discussed the QoE assessment of HTTP video streaming over YouTube platform. Aroussi and Mellouk [10] presented a survey on QoS-to-QoE mapping approaches based on machine learning techniques. Garcia et al. [11] summarized the ongoing research topics on QoE-aware HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) where they concluded that the human behavior has a significant impact on the QoE assessment. Maia et al. [12] presented an overview of subjective, objective and hybrid QoE assessment approaches for video streaming. Seufert et al. [13] reviewed the serverbased, network-based, proxy and client-based QoE assessment approaches for HAS. Chen et al. [14] presented a tutorial on popular QoE assessment approaches with measurable system factors. Juluri et al. [15] reviewed the QoE assessment of Video on Demand (VoD) services with respect to the clientside factors, network factors, user feedback and QoS-to-QoE mappings. In addition, Chikkerur et al. [16] reviewed and compared the popular video quality metrics. Winkler and Min [17] reviewed the 3D picture quality evaluation with consideration of depth, multiview, display and viewer issues (e.g., pre-conception, defective stereo vision and gender).
On the other hand, literature reviews have also been conducted for QoE assessment and management over diverse networks. Baraković and Skorin-Kapov [18] reviewed the QoE assessment and management approaches over wireless networks using system, context and human factors. He et al. [19] reviewed the QoE assessment and management algorithms over cognitive radio networks. Stankiewicz and Jajszczyk [20] surveyed the QoE management approaches over converged networks, in which the QoE was measured by the level of QoS, grade of service, and quality of resilience. Ernst et al. [21] surveyed the QoS and QoE issues on heterogeneous wireless networks, including hand-off, access control and scheduling, topology and power control, routing, etc. They focused on the QoE impact on communication networks rather than video services. Qadir et al. [22] discussed the QoE management of video transmission through rate adaption, cross-layer design, scheduling, content and resource management.
We shall point out that a majority of the researches introduced in the aforementioned surveys and tutorials focus on the system-oriented QoE metrics (i.e., QoE measured by the system parameters only). Due to the complexity and unmeasurable nature of contextual and human-related factors, few literatures presented these factors for QoE-aware video communications until the past three years.
C. Need for a New Survey
With the rapid development of video processing techniques, network infrastructures and device capabilities, modern video communications face new opportunities and challenges. Over the past two to three years, a number of novel algorithms and schemes have been proposed in QoE modeling, monitoring and management with extensive exploration on the system, context and human factors of QoE. In particular, the studies on context and human factors have made a significant progress. As a result, it is necessary to prompt a new and thorough overview of QoE strategies in video transmission with an introduction of the latest research trends, an analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of prevailing works, and a discussion on the challenges and potential solutions to QoE-oriented video communications.
D. Roadmap of This Survey
To this aim, this paper presents a comprehensive review and thorough analysis of the recent research related to QoE in video transmission. Most of the papers surveyed in this paper was published in the past three years and generally not covered by existent survey papers. We also include some earlier works which were published before 2013 but have significant impacts on this research topic, in order to provide a complete overview of the development of this research area.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first discuss the main QoE factors of video transmission and review the modeling approaches of these factors in Section II. Then, the QoE assessment approaches, including subjective test and objective QoE monitoring, are surveyed for various video applications and services in Section III. Section IV presents an overview of the QoE management techniques for video transmission. In these sections, we explore and present the latest trends for QoE modeling, monitoring and management, especially those related to human and context factors. More importantly, we highlight the crucial problems that have not been solved in each research direction in order to inspire the readers with future research topics for QoE in video communications. Finally, Section V concludes the paper with a summary.
II. QOE MODELING WITH SYSTEM, CONTEXT
AND HUMAN FACTORS In the context of video transmission, QoE covers the endto-end (i.e., from host to clients) factors that influence the user experience on the video application or service [23] , [24] , as shown in Fig. 1 . In general, these Influence Factors (IFs) can be summarized into three categories 1 : system IFs (consisting of content-related, media-related, network-related and devicerelated factors), context IFs and human IFs [7] , [25] , [26] .
Among all the above QoE IFs, system IFs refer to any properties or characteristics that technically produce quality of an application or QoS; context IFs refer to any situational properties of the environment of a video application or service that have impacts on user experience; and human IFs refer to any properties or characteristics of the human user that influence his/her experience of a video application or service [7] , [27] . The typical QoE IFs in the end-to-end chain of video transmission are enumerated in Table I and will be discussed in detail below.
A. On System IFs
There are four types of system IFs listed in Table I: content-related IFs, media-related IFs, network-related IFs and device-related IFs. In video transmission, the content-related IFs consist of video content type and content reliability, the 1 In certain video applications, e.g., HTTP video streaming and VoD, the content IFs may be extracted from the system IFs in order to emphasis the impact of video content dynamics on the ultimate QoE performance. As a result, QoE IFs are generally divided into four categories in these applications: content IFs, system IFs, context IFs and user IFs [9] , [13] , [15] . In this paper, we aim to highlight the user-centric factors in QoE. Therefore, we follow the three-category taxonomy with one concise objective catalog, i.e., system IFs, but two detailed user-centric subjective counterparts, i.e., context IFs and human IFs. media-related IFs include all media configuration factors, and the network-related and device-related IFs refer to all network and device parameters that influence users' QoE, respectively.
1) Content/Media-Related IFs:
Since the content-related and media-related IFs are interlaced [25] , we discuss them jointly in this section. In order to reduce the storage size and/or meet the bandwidth budget of delivering network, a source video is generally captured, processed and compressed. This process, as well as video delivery, may bring impairments to the source video. These impairments are usually called distortions and can be modeled by Video Quality Assessment (VQA) approaches, which have been widely studied in recent years.
Based on the availability of unimpaired source video, these VQA approaches can be grouped as full-reference (FR), reduced-reference (RR) and no-reference (RR) approaches. In general, the FR metric achieves a higher accuracy since the unimpaired source video is fully available. Typical FR measures include PSNR, Structural SIMilarity index (SSIM) [28] (and its fast implementations [29] ), Video Quality Model (VQM) [30] , MOtion-based Video Integrity Evaluation (MOVIE) [31] , as well as perceptual video metrics (e.g., [32] ). It should be pointed out that the FR metric is also the least applicable measure among the above three types of metrics due to its requirement of the unimpaired reference. Instead, the RR metric (e.g., [33] and [34] ) utilizes only the extracted features of the source video and therefore it is more applicable compared with FR metrics. The major challenge is to design and extract an RR feature with small size, low complexity, and high error-resilience. For the NR metric, it is the most difficult VQA task to develop NR metrics compared with the FR and RR counterparts. In general, video features obtained during decoding process, such as the video coding mode, the motion and residual information, are utilized to obtain an NR measure (e.g., [35] ). Recently, a blind NR measure was proposed, namely, Video Intrinsic Integrity and Distortion Evaluation Oracle (VIIDEO) [36] , which only utilized the information of distorted video for real-time quality monitoring.
Alternatively, the content/media-aware VQA approaches can be classified as bottom-up and top-down schemes. In the bottom-up scheme, e.g., SSIM, MOVIE, VIIDEO, video contents are analyzed to extract features and artifacts in order to evaluate the user perceived video quality. In the top-down scheme (e.g., [37] ), visual perception models are explored based on the characteristics of human vision system. Recent attempts tried to combine bottom-up and top-down features to improve the accuracy of video quality evaluation. For example, [38] attempted to utilize both edge difference and visual attention model for VQA.
In addition to the distortion, numerous video-related IFs have been investigated and modeled. The impacts of video compression artifacts on video quality were discussed in [39] . Qualitative and quantitative models of spatial-temporal resolutions were developed in [40] and [41] , respectively. In [41] , the impacts of spatial-temporal resolutions and quantization step size were modeled by inverted falling exponential functions. The color depth was studied for High Dynamic Range (HDR) videos in [42] . The impacts of audio quality and audio-visual synchronization were modeled in [43] and [44] , respectively. In addition, [45] studied the impact of camera arrangements when capturing multiview videos. Reference [46] proposed quality estimation of 3D stereoscopic images. Reference [47] developed a quality model for depth information of 3D stereoscopic videos, etc. In [48] , the impact of multiple-sensorial media, or mulsemedia (e.g., haptic, olfaction, air motion) was also studied. By introducing mulsemedia, the user enjoyment levels on video services were significantly improved.
These works have widely studied the impacts of videorelated system IFs on user QoE, and also promoted the application of VQA approaches. For the development of video contents, a recent trend lies in the widespread use of 4K and 3D stereoscopic videos, video contents with high resolution, high interactivity and panoramic display. Thereafter, the videorelated IFs need further exploration on the new contexts of video services and applications.
2) Network-Related IFs: When a video stream is delivered over a wired or wireless network, different network-related IFs may influence the QoE of video communication. This influence can be easily modeled due to the high availability and measurability of network-rated factors. As a result, networkrated IFs have been extensively studied to measure the QoS and QoE of video delivery system.
In [49] , the impact of bandwidth fluctuations and outages was studied for Web QoE, which can also provide a guidance to the QoE of video transmission. Reference [50] investigated the impact of packet delay variation on video streaming.
Reference [51] analyzed the impact of network delay on viewpoint change in the scenario of free-viewpoint video transmission. Reference [52] analyzed the impact of packet loss on video streaming with an H.265 encoder. The influence of different types of frame loss (i.e., I, P and B frames [53] ) on QoE were studied in [54] with different video contents. The impact of transmission errors was studied in [55] for 3DTV. Reference [56] observed that the QoE was dominated by the average throughput of opportunistic scheduling.
The study of [57] showed that over the next generation mobile network, QoE can be influenced by network dynamics, congestion control, hand-off, etc. Reference [58] showed that the network path selection was also an important networkrelated IF. In addition, [59] discovered that the QoE was highly sensitive to video chunk size in the context of video transmission over P2P mobile ad hoc networks. The impact of network protocols on QoE was studied in [60] , which showed that TCP outperformed UDP in video streaming over YouTube. In the context of HTTP video streaming (i.e., TCP-based), both initial delay and stalling were important application-level IFs, where the latter had a higher impact on user's QoE [61] .
In the above efforts, the impact of network-related IFs has been explored and modeled over multiple networks such as 3G, Long-Term Evolution (LTE) and wired networks. Further studies on this direction can combine QoE of video delivery with new emerging networks such as 5G networks, high-speed railway systems, etc.
3) Device-Related IFs: It is known that the subjective results provided by mobile users with different devices can be highly different even though they are watching the same video sequence in the same environment. This is generally caused by device-related IFs that includes system specifications (e.g., personalization), equipment specifications (e.g., mobility), and device capabilities (e.g., display screen, battery) at the terminal end [7] . Although the content provider's specifications and capabilities are also device-related, their impacts cannot be directly evaluated through content/mediarelated or network-related system IFs. Therefore, the studies of device-related system IFs are mainly conducted at mobile terminals.
The impacts of numerous device-related IFs have been examined on QoE of video transmission. Reference [62] studied the impacts of video resolution, viewing device and audio quality on the perceived audio-visual quality. Reference [63] analyzed the impact of interactivity and introduced it into the objective QoE model. Reference [64] studied the impacts of smartphone configurations (including CPU, screen size and display resolution) on the QoE of end users in the context of multi-party video conferencing.
Recent researches have especially focused on the display of 3D stereoscopic videos. In addition to image rendering, [65] showed that the depth rendering had an influence on QoE of auto-stereoscopic display. Reference [66] explored the impact of user interface on the perceived QoE. It showed that in multiview video display, the QoE can be improved when the users have the freedom to change the viewpoint according to the object's movement. The study of [67] showed that in the context of 3D stereoscopic display, significant QoE difference was observed when using shutter glasses and polarized glasses, depending on the video contents.
To date, the terminal devices have been rapidly developed with numerous products such as new smartphones, tablets and ultrabooks. Meanwhile, the users have more requirements on mobility, personality and privacy of video services and applications. Therefore, the terminal devices are optimized to satisfy the ever-growing user requirements. To this aim, the study of device-related IFs will still be an important research topic in the foreseeable future.
B. On Context IFs
When a user displays the same video on the same device, the perceived QoE may vary with the viewing environment (e.g., at home or on the street). This is because different viewing environments have different QoE-oriented context IFs. It is apparent that the modeling and monitoring of the context IFs is essential for QoE evaluation [68] . However, until now, the modeling of these IFs is still a challenging task due to the mutable and unmeasurable nature of context IFs.
As one of the most important context IFs, the physical context of playback illustrates its location and space characteristics. Although the lab and home environments showed similar impact on QoE of video playback process in [67] , some literatures [69] - [71] have argued that the home context can improve the user's QoE with more reliable results compared with a standard laboratory context. Reference [70] subjectively evaluated the quality of full-length movies and video fragments by integrating everyday life context. The impact of ambient noise on audio-visual display was studied in [73] . In addition, the impacts of ambient luminance and motion were quantitatively studied in [72] for the QoE of mobile video display. They discovered that the users had lower expectations and higher distortion tolerance of mobile videos with outdoor context IFs.
The temporal context illustrates the playing duration, playing frequency and playing time. Fröhlich et al. [74] investigated whether the quality perception and rating behavior changed with the adjustment of video durations. They observed that long clips (60, 120 and 240 seconds) were rated slightly higher than the short ones (10, 15 and 30 seconds), especially for the videos of high visual qualities. The test in [75] concluded that most mobile videos were watched in the afternoon and evening at home. Another study [76] showed that the QoE of video streaming in the morning was reported significantly better than that in the evening in Universal Mobile Telecommunication Systems (UMTS) networks.
The perceived QoE can also be influenced by the financial cost, commercial brand, and subscription type, which are involved in economic context IFs. The study of [77] showed that the brand of mobile devices had a significant impact on the QoE of mobile video streaming. The influences of quality, payment and content choices on QoE were investigated in [78] . The authors found a positive feedback of QoE when the users were free to choose video contents based on their own preferences. However, this positive feedback was not observed when the users were asked to pay more money for high quality videos. The situation went worse when the users were given low quality videos but asked to pay the same amount of money as high quality ones. They also discovered that an increase to the price of the same content may lower the user experience of video quality.
The context IF also include the task context, which represents a multitasking situation of the video consumer. According to the conclusion of [72] , multitasking may lower the user execrations and perceivable distortions with interfere of other tasks.
Another context IF is the social context, which describes the social scenario involved in the viewing experience. According to [75] , people usually watch mobile videos alone, but the presence of other people does not have a significant influence on the perceived QoE in 90% of all cases. The study of [79] shows that in a multi-party video-mediated conversation scenario, inactive participants have higher tolerance on the video delay. As a result, the average QoE is still acceptable even if some active participants may suffer from high video delay.
The QoE may also be influenced by the technical and information context which describes "the relationship between the system of interest, and other relevant systems and services including devices, applications, networks, or additional informational relevant systems artifacts" [7] . The availability of these technical and information IFs will help to improve the user's QoE. We expect further studies on these IFs in the future to promote the QoE-oriented applications in video transmission.
C. On Human IFs
According to [7] , the user experience is his or her "stream of perception and interpretation" of an event. By comparing and judging the experience, the user feels the quality, which includes "perception, reflection about the perception, and the description of the outcome". As a result, the human IFs are essential components that define QoE as somebody's individual experience. However, these IFs are also highly complex and correlated to each other due to their subjectivity and relation to internal states and processes of human beings [25] .
The human IFs can be generally classified into two categories, low-level processing IFs and high-level processing IFs. The former describes the user's gender, age, visual/auditory acuity, mood, attention, and so on [25] . In [71] , it was observed that woman preferred documentary videos to sport videos, while the latter was preferred by man. Young adults intended to give lower QoE scores. The study of [80] showed that a shorter response time was needed to score a video with high quality. In addition, this high quality will introduce a memory effect despite the intermediate quality fluctuations. In [81] , weights derived from memory effect were utilized to model the short-term video QoE in HAS. In [82] , significant changes on pupil and brain activity were observed when the user discovered a degraded area of video. Inspired by this observation, a novel QoE model was developed. A similar research was reported in [83] by adopting eye-tracking for the prediction of user's visual interest.
On the other hand, high-level processing IFs represent the user's socio-cultural and educational background, life stage and socio-economic position [25] . In [69] , the user's personal information such as social status, education, language skills, were collected voluntarily to observe their impacts on QoE. In [84] , the user's personal and cultural traits were discovered as significant IFs in predicting the QoE, especially on the intensity of negative effect. Reference [85] discussed the impact of human preconceptions. It demonstrated that the QoE was affected by the subject's prior knowledge on the present technology (i.e., level of comprehension), especially on the knowledge of QoS parameters. Reference [86] developed a method to evaluate the influence of user's expectation, willingness-to-pay and content selection in the lab environment. Experiments in [87] showed that the user's expectation can be influenced by device-related system IFs. For example, tablet users have higher QoE expectations than smartphone users.
Although the study of human IFs is highly complicated, researchers have already started to quantitatively examine the impacts of human IFs in [81] - [84] . Considering the complexity and variability of human processing of video contents, there are still numerous IFs to be studied and modeled in order to achieve more accurate QoE prediction for individual video consumers. In addition, how to measure these IFs in daily life context is still an open question. Neat solutions of these issues will greatly promote the QoE-oriented applications in video transmission.
D. Summary and Discussions
In this section, we have reviewed the recent research on QoE modeling with system, context and human IFs in video transmission. Representative works have been surveyed and analyzed for each type of IFs. Although the above review may not cover all recent researches in this area, it still shows an obvious research trend: An increasing effort has been put into the QoE modeling with context and human IFs. This is because these IFs are the key components that differ QoE from the traditional quality strategies such as PSNR and QoS.
However, compared with system IFs, the works related to context and human IFs are still limited. The open research problems include (1) quantitative studies of playback duration, time of a day, frequency of use, economic cost, human memory and expectation; (2) qualitative studies of video service or application brand, subscription type, multitasking, social occasion, technical and information context, emotion, socio-economic background; (3) how to control the test conditions in the context of home-like environment.
Although the system IFs are the most developed IFs among these three categories, there are still some important issues that have not been addressed yet in this research area. For example, analytical studies that characterize or measure video content reliability, compression artifacts, quality fluctuations, privacy, personalization, and device specifications are highly needed for both video coding and transmission; VQA methods need improvement in video coding and transmission; an efficient strategy to combine both top-down and bottom-up infrastructures is requested; for FR measure, the SSIM metric has been justified as a preferred strategy in video encoder [88] , but the high computational complexity restricts its adoption in real-time applications; RR measures need further improvement before broad adoption in QoE measurement of High Definition (HD) and Ultra HD (UHD) videos, H.265, HDR, Wide Color Gamut (WCG) and Screen Content Coding (SCC) schemes; NR assessment is still a challenging task leaving plenty spaces for future research.
III. QOE ASSESSMENT IN THE CONTEXT
OF VIDEO TRANSMISSION It is known that QoE is influenced by various IFs in the end-to-end chain of video communication which covers video capture, coding, storage, delivery, decoding, rendering, display, context of use and user factors. However, it is impractical to monitor QoE with all IFs of the end-to-end chain. This is because 1) some of these IFs are non-measurable; 2) these IFs may be correlated to each other. Therefore, two schemes are developed to monitor the overall QoE. One is the subjective test, and the other is the objective QoE monitoring with selective key IFs.
A. Subjective Test
According to [5] , QoE is the quality that subjectively perceived by the end user. The subjective test is to obtain the quantitative representation of QoE by asking human beings to grade the video contents while watching them in a controlled environment. The subjective test is believed to be the most accurate reflection of human perceptual video quality.
The Telecommunication Standardization and Radiocommunication Sectors of International Telecommunication Union (ITU-T & ITU-R) provided the settings for standard subjective tests of general images and videos [89] - [91] . They also suggested the subjective test settings for audio-visual streaming [92] , [93] , and the QoE and visual comfort assessment strategy for 3D images and videos [94] . Within these standards and recommendations, several scoring methods were proposed to obtain the human score or the average of human scores (i.e., Mean Opinion Score, or MOS) which reflect the subjective quality perceived by human beings. For the sake of better understanding, we summarize the typical scoring approaches in Table II and provide a detailed explanation below.
1) Single-Sequence Test: (1) Single-Stimulus (SS), or Absolute Category Rating (ACR): A subject is asked to watch one video sequence at a time and score it based on the ITU-R five-grade (ACR-5), nine-grade (ACR-9), or eleven-grade (ACR-11) quality scale; (2) ACR with Hidden Reference (ACR-HR): It is similar to ACR but the unimpaired references of all sequences are separately shown and scored. Then, a Differential MOS (DMOS) is calculated between the MOS values of each sequence and its "hidden" reference.
2) Double-Sequence Test: (1) Double-Stimulus Impairment Scale (DSIS), or Degradation Category Rating (DCR): A subject is asked to watch an unimpaired reference and then score an impaired sequence of the same source with ITU-R 3) Multiple-Sequence Test: Subjective Assessment of Multimedia VIdeo Quality (SAMVIQ). A subject watches an explicit and unimpaired reference sequence, as well as several other versions of the same video content. Then, the subject is asked to grade all sequences from 0 to 100. The subject can review and modify the scores of all versions during the test after delicate comparisons. Sometimes, a hidden reference is added in order to evaluate the intrinsic quality of the given reference sequence.
4) Long-Sequence Test: (1) Single Stimulus Continuous Quality Evaluation (SSCQE): A subject continuously grades a sequence with a quality scale 0 to 100 during the play back process. As a result, a continuous quality curve of the sequence is recorded; (2) Simultaneous Double Stimulus for Continuous Evaluation (SDSCE): This approach is similar to SSCQE. The major difference between these two approaches is that an unimpaired reference sequence is played simultaneously along with the tested video sequence in SDSCE. The subject is asked to grade the impaired/tested sequence only.
Depending on different objectives and requirements, the assessment methods presented in Table II should be selected carefully for the subjective test. In general, the single-sequence test approach with an optimal scale of ACR-5 has the best simulation of the user's watching experience in daily lives [96] . However, it has a drawback that the subjective scores may not be reliable when no significant differences are observed by the subject. In such a case, it is preferable to allow the subjects to compare different versions of the same video contents, which yields to double-sequence or multiple-sequence tests.
Further selection of test approaches should be subject to the number of impairments, the deviation of qualities and the affordable subjective test costs (e.g., financial and time costs). In addition, when testing the QoE fluctuation or visual comfort during the entire video playback process, long-sequence test approaches shall be selected in order to provide a series of scores along with the timeline.
As the most reliable QoE assessment approach, subjective test has been integrated in online audio or video transmission services (e.g., Skype) in the form of user feedback. It has also been utilized as the bench mark for the evaluation of objective QoE assessment approaches. A standard framework for the statistical evaluation of objective quality assessment approaches was recommenced in [95] . Furthermore, subjective tests are adopted to observe the impact of different IFs in QoE modeling (e.g., [67] , [70] , and [84] ). The study of QoE IFs (e.g., playing duration, home-like environment and human characteristics), in turn, helps to improve the design of subjective tests.
B. Objective QoE Monitoring
In order to assess the QoE in real-world video transmission system, we prefer objective QoE monitoring to subjective test. This is because the former can adapt to real-time system, and dynamic context and user conditions. However, it is impractical to utilize all IFs to monitoring QoE in realtime. Alternatively, it is feasible to select a group of key IFs and use them to monitor the QoE. This strategy has been justified by some aforementioned QoE modeling works (e.g., [35] , [69] , and [83] ), in which multiple key IFs have been employed to monitor the QoE.
Thanks to the effectiveness of the objective QoE monitoring, several approaches have been developed for different application scenarios in video communication. For HTTP video streaming (where the frames are not skipped but waited in case of poor network conditions), the network-related system IFs were utilized in objective QoE monitoring to predict the stalling of playback [97] (which dominates the user perception in HTTP video streaming [61] ). In [98] , both stalling and initial delay were utilized to predict QoE of media streaming. In [99] , the initial delay, buffer occupancy and video quality (measured by the bitrate) were explored to evaluate the QoE over unicast and P2P multicast streaming systems. Reference [100] utilized network-related system IFs (including network and application layer IFs) to evaluate the QoE of HTTP video streaming. In addition to network-related IFs, [101] employed the video content, encoding and playout buffer parameters, with a support vector machine-based model. In addition, the QoE of RTP video streaming was evaluated in [102] , where both network-related IFs and subjective scores (gathered via questionnaires) were utilized.
In recent years, more researches have been developed for the adaptive streaming technique, HAS, which was introduced to YouTube in 2013. The adaptive scheme can cope with dynamic network conditions and achieve higher QoE [103] . In [104] , an objective monitoring approach was developed to evaluate the video QoE of HAS in 3GPP LTE networks with network-related system IFs. In [105] , the PSNR values of chunks were tuned to linearly predict the QoE, in which the linear coefficients were obtained with data mining. The QoE of HAS was predicted with three IFs including bandwidth, buffer and dropped frame rate in [106] . A QoE analysis tool, namely, YoMoApp, was developed for mobile YouTube [107] which monitored the key performance indicators (KPIs) such as video quality, buffer and player state and events. The KPIs is then adopted in QoE assessment.
In addition, monitoring tools have been designed to specific video services such as Internet Protocol TeleVision (IPTV). In [108] , a parametric packet-level model was proposed to monitor QoE of IPTV services, by utilizing the IFs of video bit rates and packet loss frequency. Reference [109] proposed to objectively assess the QoE impairment of IPTV with video quality degradation and network-related IFs. The frame delay was utilized to predict the QoE of IPTV service [110] in service-overlay networks (i.e., the service can be accessed via a path in virtual nodes which is on top of the physical infrastructure). Reference [111] utilized the network-related system IFs such as delay, jitter and loss, to assess the QoE degradation in IPTV delivery.
The wide applications of multiview video and its most popular application, 3D stereoscopic video, have boosted the demand of new QoE assessment approaches. This is because the inter-view artifacts and depth perception cannot be assessed with traditional QoE monitoring approaches in 2D videos. In [112] , a QoE assessment approach was developed for real-time multiview audio-visual systems, by utilizing system IFs such as encoding, spatial resolution, duration and average media unit size. For 3D stereoscopic videos, numerous metrics have been developed to monitor the QoE values. For example, in [113] , the PSNR, blockiness and blurriness were first evaluated for both color and depth images of a 3D stereoscopic video, and then combined to assess the overall QoE. Reference [114] developed a real-time objective QoE evaluation approach by employing the IFs of disparity and texture artifacts extracted from image features. Deep learning was employed to predict the quality of 3D images with an RR measure and showed its potential to monitor 3D video QoE (only with content/media-related IFs by far [115] ). In [116] , an objective QoE metric named eNVQM was developed to model the QoE of 3D stereoscopic video with the network-related system IFs and the frame rate.
QoE monitoring approaches have also been developed for video applications over 4G networks and mobile devices. In [117] , the quality of LTE system was assessed through the maximum number of unicast video consumers that can be supported simultaneously with a target QoE. A gradient boost machine based QoE assessment scheme was proposed for video streaming over LTE [118] , where content/mediarelated, network-related system IFs and device specifications were utilized. Random neural network was utilized to map the content/media-related and network-related systems IFs to QoE in LTE [119] . Besides, [120] utilized the media/contentrelated, device-related system IFs and context IFs to develop a Just Noticeable Distortion (JND) model for mobile video display. The user's acceptability and pleasantness was measured by [121] for various mobile video display scenarios with a group of media/content-related and device-related system IFs.
Furthermore, the objective approaches have been developed to assess QoE in other video application scenarios. Reference [122] utilized both the content/media-related and network-related system IFs to predict the QoE of low-bitrate low-resolution videos over UMTS networks. The system IFs and neural-network-based algorithm were utilized in [123] to predict the QoE of video services over wireless networks. In [124] and [125] , the QoE assessment approaches were developed for video teleconferencing and Skype video calls with investigation on system IFs, respectively. In [126] , the correlation between QoS and QoE models was studied to develop a parametric solution for QoS-to-QoE mapping.
Through the above review, we can observe that the system IFs, especially the network-related system IFs, have been extensively studied in QoE monitoring. On the other hand, although numerous modeling approaches have been developed for video media/content-related and device-related system IFs (Section II.A), these IFs are not frequently adopted in QoE monitoring schemes. More importantly, the context and human IFs are neglected in most of QoE monitoring approaches. However, these IFs are the key components that differentiate QoE, a user-dependent quality assessment strategy, from the conventional quality metrics (e.g., QoS). Therefore, the context and human IFs are essential in developing objective QoE monitoring approaches in video transmission.
C. Summary and Discussions
In this section, we have reviewed the recent academic researches on subjective and objective QoE assessment. As shown in Fig. 2 , subjective test can be performed on video sequences before or after the video transmission, with ITU recommended specifications and approaches. In contrast, the system, context and human IFs of QoE are modeled and combined to objectively monitor the QoE in video transmission. For the relationship of these two categories, the subjective test results can provide a guidance to QoE modeling, and can also be considered as a bench mark to evaluate the performance of objective QoE monitoring approaches.
A major drawback of the state-of-the-art QoE monitoring approaches lies in the ignorance of the context and human IFs In addition, to select an optimal QoE assessment approach from a group of approaches is still a challenging task. Although most of the existent works have performed well in their own databases, there is no performance evaluation and comparison of different solutions in a standardized database (e.g., the popular image quality assessment database LIVE). Therefore, it is desirable to build a subjective database covering all potential QoE IFs. However, this proposal is impractical due to the complexity in designing an all-inclusive subjective test environment. Alternatively, we may select a subset of the common IFs (e.g., system, context and human IFs, and subjective test settings in [95] ) and a group of representative video consumers (e.g., the users with different genders, ages, or other measurable or classifiable characteristics). The users are asked to watch, compare and score the videos when the IFs are varying. By recording all scores of a video with different user characteristics, the QoE is obtained and can be then utilized as a criterion in QoE assessment.
IV. QOE MANAGEMENT IN VIDEO TRANSMISSION
The QoE modeling and monitoring approaches discussed in the previous two sections can provide valuable guidance to QoE management (i.e., QoE-aware system optimization) for online video transmission. In general, it is impractical to manipulate the context and human IFs for millions or even billions of users. 2 As a result, the QoE management approaches mainly focus on optimizations of system IFs, aiming to improve the QoE values measured by all types of system, context and human IFs. For example, the network may need to allocate its resources to a group of users in order to maximize their aggregate QoE considering their context and human IFs.
A. Management of Content/Media-Related IFs
QoE management of content/media-related IFs usually takes the form of preparing and decoding videos with proper quality levels in order to maximize the user's QoE subjective to network constraints or special application constraints. First, the videos are captured and sampled, to fulfil the content-related requirements such as spatial-temporal resolutions, color depth and number of views. In this step, the studies on the impact of content-related system IFs (e.g., [41] , [42] , and [45] ) can be utilized to regulate the video capturing and sampling. The content reliability and artistic quality should also be considered in this step.
In general, the captured videos are then compressed with standard video encoder (e.g., H.264 and H.265) and audio encoder (e.g., MP3 and Advanced Audio Coding -AAC). The encoding process can be further improved by taking human perceptions into consideration, e.g., perceptual H.265 video coding [127] , perceptual scalable video coding [128] , perceptual 3D stereoscopic video coding [129] , and perceptual audio coding [130] . In addition, the audio-visual synchronization (e.g., [131] ) should be applied if necessary.
When the transmission bandwidth is limited, the encoder may need to adjust the target coding bitrate before the encoding process. This target rate can be estimated based on the network conditions (bandwidth, congestion, delay, etc.) and the feedback of QoE metric. With a given target bitrate, a rate control scheme in the encoder is triggered in order to maximize the video quality under the bitrate constraint. The video quality was traditionally measured by PNSR. Recently, several perceptual measures were developed and have already shown their advantages in rate control. In [132] , a rate control scheme was developed for H.265 based on the perceptual video quality measure of SSIM. It was reported to achieve both high accuracy of rate control and high SSIM performance.
In addition, the video transcoding and transrating may also be needed to enable the adaptation of video streams based on the terminal parameters. In [133] , a Motion Picture Expert Group (MPEG)-formatted transrater was developed which can requantize video signals with proper weights in order to optimize the overall QoE. In [134] , they designed a Viewing Ratio (VR) (i.e., the ratio between viewing distance and the display height) designated transcoding (VR-D) approach for a known VR, and a VR free transcoding (VR-T) approach for general pictures where the relationship between VR and bit rate is unknown. The VR-D/T schemes were shown to outperform JND-based and uniform transcoders (e.g., [135] and [136] ) for designated viewing scenarios. It also provided general strategy to improve visual quality for mobile devices under the bandwidth constraint.
After delivery, the videos are decoded at the receiver side. If packet loss occurs, the terminal can perform error concealment to restore the corresponding frame or block. A simple approach is to predict the lost frame or block with its previous frame, until the next intra-coded frame is received. For example, [137] utilized the motion vector information and the previous frame to restore the lost frame of H.265 coded video. Another approach is to skip the entire frame with errors when it is imperceptible to human. In [138] , two approaches were presented to choose from error concealment or frame skipping, in which a lookup-table approach was justified to have lower complexity but satisfactory QoE. For the scalable and 3D stereoscopic video transmission, the error concealment is more complex. In scalable videos, the error concealment can employ both the previous coded frame and the inter-layer frame. For example, in [139] , the higher layer of scalable video can be restored with its lower layer, but when the lower layer is lost, the error concealment algorithm will repeat the previous decoded frame in the higher layer until the reception of the next I frame. On the other hand, error concealment in 3D stereoscopic video is significantly different from that in 2D videos because error concealments of two adjacent views may lead to binocular rivalry or artifacts due to the inconsistency of two images. In [140] , three separate 3DTV error concealment algorithms were presented: frame freezing, a reduced playback speed, and displaying only a single view for both eyes (i.e., switching to 2D presentation). Simulation results indicated that the third algorithm was the best choice for 3DTV error concealment, but this algorithm may still lead to visual discomforts.
B. Management of Network-Related IFs
The management techniques in this category are expected to improve the network condition and assign network resources to different users in order to maximize the overall QoE. Generally, these optimization techniques include resource allocation, scheduling, HAS, IPTV and mobile network optimization, etc. In Section III-B, some measures of QoE monitoring have also been utilized in QoE management (e.g., [117] , [118] , and [122] ). We will illustrate several typical network management techniques in the following sections with detailed examples.
1) Resource Allocation and Scheduling:
In a video transmission system, it is necessary to strategically allocate network resources to multiple terminals when they intend to access to the same server simultaneously. A simple idea is to allocate identical link capacity to each terminal, which yields to a TCP fairness. However, this algorithm is inadequate to satisfy all users by considering the diverse QoE factors of different users with different terminals. In [141] , the optimization problem was designed to minimize the perceivable temporal quality changes of wireless videos (in terms of JND) with a maximal average QoE. Resource allocation was studied based on video popularity in [142] . With limited network resources, this approach attempted to assign more resources to video contents with higher popularity while preserving a minimum QoE for all video contents. Another issue in resource allocation is the energy consumption. In [143] , a resource allocation method was developed for video transmission over Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), aiming at maximizing the overall quality of multiple users and minimizing the total power. Reference [144] proposed to maximize the user's perceived video quality while minimize the energy and bandwidth consumption over a wireless heterogeneous network. In [143] and [144] , the video quality measures were obtained through bit rate and PSNR, respectively.
The objective of scheduling algorithms is to strategically allocate time resources of transportation to multiple users, e.g., round-robin scheduler, maximum carrier-to-interface ratio scheduler, proportionally fair scheduler and QoS-aware scheduler, etc. In [145] , a QoS-aware scheduler was developed for real-time downlink communications over LTE. Aiming at reducing the stalling events, [146] designed a joint scheduling of VoD and Best Effort (BE) flows within the same band. However, in these works, only QoS IFs were employed without consideration of QoE-specific features such as context and human IFs. Recently, a packet scheduling algorithm was developed in [147] , where the QoE satisfaction levels (measured by content/media-related and network-related system IFs) and wireless link states of all admitted users were considered.
2) Video Streaming With HAS:
The HAS technique has attracted increasing attentions in recent years because of its promising advances in video transmission. It breaks the source video into a sequence of segments. Each segment is encoded into multiple versions with different coding bitrates. The media server (or the video consumer) can adaptively select the appropriate coded segment based on the network channel conditions. In [148] , this quality adaption process was determined by network bandwidth variation and terminal buffer occupancy. When multiple terminals require different segments over one channel, resource allocation is required to avoid QoE degradation caused by the competing behavior. In [149] , a strategy was developed to improve the overall video utilities and QoE fairness of all terminals under the constraints of utility interval, network conditions and buffer fairness. Another scheme to overcome this issue was proposed in [150] , which deployed a HAS stream selection scheme inside the network to maximize the weighted sum of video utilities of all clients.
Software Defined Networking (SDN) technology [151] has been utilized in HTTP video streaming because of its advantages in network control. It was utilized in [152] to dynamically select routing paths for congestion control. Recently, it has been more employed in video streaming with HAS to improve the QoE. Reference [153] reduced video freezes based on an OpenFlow (a solution of SDN) framework. In [154] , a dynamic SDN-based traffic shaping technique was proposed to utilize the long idle period of video players for throughput and QoE improvements in HAS. SDN-based quality monitoring and optimization were proposed in [155] , which formulated the resource allocation as a convex optimization problem and addressed this problem with video content complexity and user's playout buffer status.
3) Channel Changing Time (CCT) Optimization in IPTV Network: CCT, or zapping time represents the time interval between the point that the user presses the channel change button and the point that the new channel's audio-visual is displayed. Apparently, a reduced zapping progress will improve the user's QoE in IPTV networks. In [156] , the CCT was accelerated by reducing the delay of I-frame acquisition. The popular fast channel change methods for H.264 streams was summarized in [157] , which include small Group-Of-Picture (GOP), low buffering delay, companion stream with small GOP, time shift copies with I-frame offset, unicast channel change streams, scalable video coding, and H.264 switching I/P-frames. In [158] , the CCT optimization was studied while keeping an efficient bandwidth utilization. Reference [159] developed to achieve a seamless channel change when migrating from a subchannel to the main channel. In the above studies, the video streams were encoded by MPEG-4 or H.264. Therefore, new CCT optimization algorithms should consider the utilization of the state-of-the-art codec, e.g., H.265.
4) Hand-Off (HO) in Cellular Network:
QoE feedback can help to improve the performance of HO in cellular network when the mobile user switches from one cell to another. Conventional HO control approaches were QoSdriven. In [160] and [161] , a deadline mechanism was developed to improve the HO performance. When a user was close to the "border" of the base station, a transmission deadline control module was triggered to ensure the service of the potential HO user. This way, the user may buffer enough packets to support continuous video playback during the HO interruption period.
In [162] , a QoE-aware HO control scheme was proposed by exploiting the priori knowledge of HO, such as the predicted HO time and the expected MOS. Their scheme aimed at reserving resources for different users to maximize the average QoE and minimize the quality fluctuation. Reference [147] also developed an HO scheme, aiming at selecting a new BS with the highest received signal strength, while keeping a balance of QoE satisfaction levels. In [163] , the HO was speeded up by selectively scanning the neighboring nodes and reserving video data in advance. The device energy consumption of HO was studied in [164] . They found that by adapting to a lower quality level during HO, significant energy savings can be achieved with an acceptable perceived QoE.
5) Scalable and 3D Stereoscopic Videos:
The aforementioned optimization techniques can also be employed in scalable and 3D stereoscopic video transmission with consideration of the characteristics of scalable and stereoscopic videos. In [165] , the best overlay path was dynamically selected with an estimated bandwidth to maximize the overall QoE of scalable video transmission. Reference [166] designed a cross layer optimization scheme for scalable video transmission by jointly optimizing the sender bit rate and the link adaption. Reference [167] developed a QoE-aware resource allocation scheme for scalable video streaming over Multiple-Input Multiple-Output with OFDM (MIMO-OFDM) system, where a rate-QoE model was proposed to estimate the user's QoE. A power allocation scheme was proposed for scalable video transmission over MIMO-spatial multiplexing systems [168] .
The technique of scalable video has been widely used in P2P streaming and video multicast. Reference [169] criticized the one-size-fits-all concept in P2P streaming where identical bitrate was delivered to all users. They proposed a QoE-aware layer selection algorithm for scalable video transmission, which can reduce the impact of P2P dynamics on users' QoE. A scalable video-based multicast service was introduced to IEEE 802.11 networks in [170] . The proposed scheme ensured a minimum acceptable video quality through the reception of the base layer by all multicast users. Then, the enhancement layers were transmitted with a higher rate if the network condition is allowed. It was shown that both the QoS and QoE can be guaranteed by properly coupling the video and the multicast control mechanism. In [171] , a QoE-based link adaptation scheme assigned different modulation and coding schemes and retry limits to different scalable layers, in order to maximize the overall QoE of all layers. They also extended the QLA scheme to optimize the temporal utilization of the receivers.
The main challenge of 3D stereoscopic video transmission is to delivery multiple views plus depth information at the same time. Aiming at a robust and real-time transmission, the 3D video was delivered with both digital video broadcast and adaptive P2P distribution in [172] . A user preference-aware adaption was employed along with other techniques to ensure the QoE. Another challenging task in 3D stereoscopic video transmission lies in the transcoding mechanism. In [173] , a transcoding approach was developed on mobile devices for stereoscopic video streaming in heterogeneous networks and terminals. A non-linear QoE model was built to guide the transcoding process. The authors reported in the paper that the propose solution was superior to conventional fixed Quantization parameter (Qp) transcoding and mean squared error-optimized transcoding.
6) Other Studies: Network-related QoE management solutions are also developed in video conferencing, video transmission over vehicular or 5G network, safety and privacy, etc. In [174] , a QoE management scheme was proposed for medium-resolution video conferencing with congestion control. In [175] , QoE management was performed for multi-screen social TV services, in which multiple users from different locations watch the same content simultaneously. In [176] , an adaptive scheme was developed to select an optimal combination of mulsemedia with scalable videos that maximized the user experience under a limited bandwidth. A routing algorithm for video streaming over vehicular ad-hoc networks was developed in [177] , where the feedback of estimated MOS values were utilized for path selection. Reference [178] designed a mobile VoD over the urban vehicular network, which can prefetch the expected video segments and smooth the video playback by effectively analyzing the behavior and interactivity of users. Reference [139] designed a QoE-aware scalable video streaming scheme for vehicle-to-vehicle communications, by grouping vehicles into multicast clusters with resource allocation to determine cluster heads. Reference [179] designed a dynamical, QoE-oriented transport architecture for the next generation mobile network by integrating content delivery network technologies. The UHD video transmission over 5G network was studied in [180] , where a QoE and context-aware management system was developed over SDN control plan for H.265 based scalable videos. Reference [181] enabled personalized IPTV service with content recommendation. The safety and security video transmission was studied in [182] which can provide multimedia services with professional mobile radio standards over LTE networks.
C. Management of Device-Related IFs
The QoE management of device-related IFs usually lies in the preparation of hardware, and the selection of network infrastructure and terminal devices. The optimization on the CPU, GPU, memory, display, GUI, and so on, not only improves the working and entertaining experiences, but also promotes the user experience in video capturing, processing, and display.
In Section II, we have summarized the studies on devicerelated system IFs and context IFs [62] - [64] . All of them can provide valuable guidance to the QoE management of audiovisual service in this section. In addition, one of the most crucial problems in mobile video communication is how to effectively reduce the power consumption of mobile devices. MPEG has initiated a green metadata standard [183] , which embeds the energy-oriented metadata into the encoded video stream in order to achieve energy reduction of mobile devices without the loss of user QoE. Reference [184] proposed to control the sleep cycles of wireless network adapters, so that to save mobile energy when watching videos. The transcoding was utilized in [185] for energy saving. In [186] and [187] , the energy reduction was achieved by scaling the bit-depth and frame skipping, respectively. Recently, [188] proposed a novel cloud-based video streaming architecture by integrating mobile display energy reduction into video encoding process. In [189] , a QoE model was developed for the energy saving of mobile devices with LCD displays. With this model, mobile devices can intelligently scale the backlight intensity of the LCD display based on the brightness of the displayed video contents.
D. Summary and Discussions
A classification of the aforementioned optimization solutions is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The videos are first captured, processed and compressed with rate control mechanism in order to provide satisfactory quality in video transmission. Then, various techniques are developed or applied to improve the QoE of different video applications/services under different network conditions. The video streams are then decoded (with or without error concealment and post processing) and displayed on various devices. In particular, the energy saving issues need to be treated carefully for mobile devices due to the limited battery life. During the entire process, the QoE management techniques can be performed by optimizing the content/mediarelated, network-related and device-related system IFs, with the predicted QoE as feedback or optimization criterion.
Although only typical QoE management techniques are summarized in this paper, we can still discover an increasing growth of QoE management research in recent years, especially for mobile video streaming. On the other hand, the rapid developments of networks and devices also bring new challenges to QoE management of video streaming. The future works in this direction shall take the context and human IFs into consideration. For example, the users may have different preferences on the same video depending on their devices, contexts and personalities. The user's preference may also influence the formulation of QoE in resource allocation. In addition, different users have different expectations and tolerances to the video quality degradation caused by the energy reduction strategy in mobile devices, which will further affect the QoE management design in mobile video streaming systems.
Another potential future research is the intelligent adoption of device-related IFs in QoE management. On mobile devices, the zooming in and out operations can also influence the visual quality and user experience, which shall provide a valuable guidance to the design of QoE management in video transmission. In addition, more efforts are needed in the design There still exist many challenging issues in the QoE management of scalable and 3D stereoscopic video transmission. The scalability-related QoE factors, including different frame sizes, frame rates and frame qualities, has not been adequately utilized yet. These factors become even more complicated when considering the heterogeneity of display devices. For 3D stereoscopic videos, how to stream 3D content in real time over mobile network is still an open question. Furthermore, 3D stereoscopic error concealment and depth video transmission are very different from 2D videos and thus require new approaches to achieve the desired 3D perception quality.
V. OPEN CHALLENGES AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
All the papers reviewed above are carefully selected to represent the most recent development in QoE-oriented video communications. An intuitive summary of these representative papers is presented in Table III , which clearly shows the most recent trends on different aspects of QoE studies, and once again, verifies the following two major conclusions we have drawn in this paper: (1) it is feasible to model the context and human IFs in the video transmission; (2) it is necessary to adopt the context and human IFs in QoE monitoring and management. Hence, there is a desprate need to address the following issues in order to further promote the applications of QoE in the context of video transmission:
(1) QoE modeling with consideration on context and human IFs. The adoption of these IFs has brought a definite advantage of QoE over the traditional quality measures. As a result, the investigation on these IFs have become an increasingly attractive topic, with several promising models developed in Table III . However, these IFs have not been fully investigated or quantitatively modeled. This is because the mathematical scaling of them is still a very challenging task. An alternative method may be to approximate an unmeasurable IF through a combination of measurable IFs, e.g., to approximately measure the context of test (home, lab, indoor, outdoor, etc.) by visual attention, ambient light, noise, and so on. We hope to see further progress in this research area in the foreseeable future.
(2) Real-time QoE monitoring with high accuracy. As we observed in Table III , the context and human IFs have been barely involved in QoE monitoring, although some modeling approaches on these IFs have been developed. With the aim of assessing the personal, user-centric QoE, these IFs should be extensively integrated in QoE monitoring. Besides, it is also necessary to monitor the intrinsic quality of videos for QoE when all users are requiring different video contents. The ever-changing network conditions and user expectations result in a dynamic QoE on timeline. Therefore, it is desirable to monitor the user QoE in real-time with a large batch of system, context and human IFs. How to select among all QoE IFs is still an open issue, aiming at developing a user-centric QoE monitoring approach with both a high accuracy and a low complexity.
(3) QoE management on heterogeneous communication networks. When delivering different video contents to multiple users on heterogeneous communication networks simultaneously, the difficulty of QoE management is dramatically increased to optimize the ultimate criteria of the video communication performance. The QoE-aware video delivery should be capable of various mobile and IP networks and also support cross-network design and if possible, the architecture of future networks. We can envision that the user perception driven strategy will have profound impact on future video transmission architecture composed of heterogeneous communication networks, various video reception and viewing devices, and immense video consumers with diverse personal profiles.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we performed an extensive literature review on QoE, an arising star of quality measurement hierarchy in video transmission. The QoE strategy enrolls the context and human IFs, which were ignored by the conventional signal and system quality metrics, into the quality evaluation system. Therefore, for the first time, the user perception and interpretation are considered as important criteria of the holistic performance of video transmission. This fact has made QoE an essential ingredient of the user-centric video transmission system.
In order to represent the most recent developments in QoE-oriented video communications, this survey has reviewed over 150 technical papers that were published recently on QoE modeling, monitoring, and management. It can be considered as a handbook for both newcomers and current researchers in this area with popular research trends and the most contributive works in QoE-aware video transmission. We expect that this paper can not only promote the research activities in QoE-aware video transmission, but also provide inspirations for future research in broadband multimedia communications.
